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In the beginning ….

• In 2008, Ontarians gained the right to take 
discrimination and harassment applications directly to  
the Human Rights Tribunal. 

• And a new government-funded Human Rights Legal 
Support Centre providing free legal advice and 
representation to individuals who believed they had 
experienced discrimination or harassment. 



Core Value:  Accessible Justice 

• For the first time, someone who experienced discrimination 
had the right to an oral hearing. 

• HRTO designed its forms and rules to support applicants in 
filing claims without legal representation, telling what 
happened in their own words.

• A panel of human rights experts was appointed to mediate 
and adjudicate, drawn from the applicant and respondent-
side bar, legal clinics, the OHRC, etc.



If you build it, they will come

• HRTO recognized as an expert, fair and relatively 
accessible forum delivering timely justice

• Until recently, annual complaints increased:  
2,400             3,000               4,000               4,500

• Most applications settled at mediation.  



Women as Applicants

Sex, gender, pregnancy, sexual harassment and solicitation are 
cited as discrimination grounds in:

20% and 25% of claims filed

Marital status and family status cited in: 
16-18% of claims filed. 

Women are the primary applicants in these claims.  

But women also file at least 50% of claims based on disability, 
receipt of public assistance, race, ethnic origin, creed, gender 
identity and expression and so on. 



Effective Avenue for Women to seek Redress

Consider the situation of a woman who has been sexually 
harassed by a medical professional or an educator or a co-
worker. 

She may have a choice of  avenues for redress: 
• criminal  process 
• complaint to the profession disciplinary process
• grievance if she is unionized
• civil action for medical malpractice or wrongful dismissal OR
• discrimination application to the Human Rights Tribunal.



Effective Avenue for Women (continued)

What the human rights process offers:

• Unlike the first 3 options, control over the process – not just a 
witness

• Financial compensation
• Public interest remedies (such as the requirement of a workplace 

harassment policy)
• Free legal assistance through the Human Rights Legal Support 

Centre. 



Current Crisis:   Backlogs and Delays

• Backlog of over 9,000 applications - double what it was in 2018.

• Delays at every stage.  Applicants often wait months without the 
HRTO delivering their application to the Respondent.  

• In 0% of applications, the HRTO met its performance goal of offering 
a 1st hearing day within 180 days of  application being ready to 
proceed to hearing. 



No Discrimination Hearings, Few 
Discrimination Decisions.

• In the 9 years before the current government, the average number 
of final discrimination decisions, based on full hearings on the 
merits, was 106.

• In 2021/22, the number of final merits decisions fell to 16.  

• 14 of 16 were for applications filed years ago (2016-2019) and 
written by adjudicators who are no longer appointed.

• So there were at most one or two discrimination decisions that had 
any scheduled hearing days in the 2021/22 fiscal year. 



Early Dismissals and Abandonments are Up
• Tribunal is issuing 4 times as many preliminary Notices of Intent to Dismiss. 

• These Notices require the Applicant to file written submissions by a deadline 
or have their application dismissed, even before served on the other side. 

• In 21/22, twice as many Applicants abandoned applications at an early stage, 
as compared to 17/18, after receiving a Notice of Intent to Dismiss.

• This makes sense:   over 80% are unrepresented prior to mediation.

• Additional written submissions are overwhelmingly unsuccessful.  



Dismissals on shaky grounds ….
• The consensus among counsel is  that Applicants with transparently 

arguable  cases have had their applications dismissed on this basis, as 
non-jurisdictional. 

• In a small-sample deep analysis of 43 files where a Notice of Intent to 
Dismiss was issued, a recent paper found that only 4 applications were 
appropriately dismissed. Nasca, F., Canadian Journal of Administrative Law and  Policy, 2022. 

• In the past, “weak” applications would, at minimum, go to a summary oral 
hearing by conference call, where the Applicant could explain their case. 

• A weak narrative on an Application can evolve into a winnable case, or a 
good settlement at mediation, based on a credible Applicant or a 
Respondent admission. 



How did it all get so ugly? 

• Under the current government, # of full-time adjudicators fell from 22 in 2018 
to 10 in 2020.

• New appointees did not for the most part bring a comparable level of human 
rights expertise or mediation/adjudication experience.  

• This Government, in its first term, replaced the leadership at Tribunals Ontario 
(of which the HRTO is a part) and at HRTO itself.  Neither the Executive Chair 
or the Associate Chair brought to their new positions any administrative law 
experience or human rights law expertise or even any experience managing a 
public agency.  Both have been Tory political candidates in federal elections.  
There is now a new HRTO  Associate Chair. 



• The core job of the Tribunal is to hear the evidence from both parties and to 
decide if even one reason for negative treatment of the Applicant is identity as 
a person with Code-protected rights. 

• New appointees are primarily reviewing self-drafted applications, identifying 
seemingly weak cases for a Notice of Intent to Dismiss, and then dismissing 
when the unrepresented Applicant either abandons or files written 
submissions that are deemed inadequate.

• The 1,126 decisions in 2021/22 that dismissed applications on a preliminary 
basis all contained boilerplate language repeated in decision after decision.  

• Of the 20 full-time appointees first appointed by the current Government, only 
one seems to have a reported merits decision after an oral hearing in 21/22.  

Quality of Justice Diminished



Very Limited Access to In-person Hearings

• The HRTO has now made Zoom the default hearing format  for all proceedings.  An 
in-person hearing will only be allowed in “limited circumstances”.

• An Applicant can ask for an in-person hearing based on:
• A Human Rights Code-protected right 
• A determination that the denial of an in-person hearing would cause them  significant 

prejudice that outweighs other factors including whether a videoconference hearing 
can be delivered in a more timely way. 

• A party’s unfamiliarity with new technology is specifically eliminated as a potential 
basis for being granted an in-person hearing.



If you destroy it, will they still come? 

• For the first time since it was established, the HRTO has seen a significant 
drop in its applications over the past two year period:

• 4,577 in 19/20
• 4,231 in 20/21
• 3,751 in 21/22.

• This is also the case at other Tribunals Ontario tribunals where there are huge 
backlogs, lengthy delays and no right to an in-person hearing.  LTB and SBT 

• E.g. LTB eviction applications are down by almost 20,000 annually since 
2018. 

• Disability benefits appeals at the SBT have fallen from 9,845 in 2019/20 to 
5,572 in 21/22.



Is the Tribunal going to turn things around?

• The Tribunals Ontario just-released Annual Report is, in contrast, quite self-
congratulatory.  

• The Chair’s Message says that Tribunals Ontario is “well on the path to 
achieve our vision of becoming recognized as being among the best 
adjudicative tribunals in North American”.

• The Executive Director reports that Tribunals Ontario continues to “put access 
to justice at the forefront of everything we do”.  

• The Annual Report explains the fact that the HRTO failed to meet its 
performance target on scheduling hearings in 100% of its cases as a result of 
“COVID recovery efforts”, with no explanation of what that actually means.



Why this is important for women in particular.

• Women who have experienced discrimination, including sexual 
harassment, no longer have an accessible, expert forum that can 
deliver timely redress, with the option of free legal advice. 

• Women are disproportionally impacted because they are the primary 
applicants in respect of several grounds of discrimination.  

• Women are less likely to be unionized and therefore less likely to have 
an alternative forum for workplace  discrimination complaints.

• Women as a group have a lower level of income and are less likely to 
have the financial resources to launch a civil action if they lose their 
employment because of discrimination. 
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